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ABOUT US 

STEAM Powered Kids is a Private company based on the Gold Coast of
Australia providing learning enrichment programs in Science,
Technology, Engineering, Art and Mathematics. The main office is based
on the Gold Coast of Australia and we have been operating for over 2
years. We have successfully developed and delivered several high-
quality STEM education programs for students 3-17 years of age. Our
primary services provide themed workshops, school incursions,
afterschool clubs and school holiday programs for young children. We
have been awarded funding and received recognition from the
Australian Government and entities such as the Inspiring Queensland,
Advance QLD and City of Gold Coast.

Our company is on a mission to close the gap between STEM based and
non-STEM based professionals both in Australia and worldwide. Part of
our mission is also to close the gender gap in STEM field interests. Our
ultimate goal to motivate, encourage, educate and mentor as many
young children and give them the knowledge and understanding in
STEM concepts and help them apply the knowledge to create practical
solutions to local and global problems.

NIRASHA WELIKALA (DIRECTOR)
Nirasha has over 19+ years’ experience in various engineering and
technology companies, such as IBM, Tyco, Dyno Nobel, Lactalis and
Schneider Electric. She has a degree in Electrical and Electronics
Engineering and a Masters, in Engineering Management. She also has a
certificate IV in training and assessment. Her expertise are in , process
improvement methodologies, Industrial Engineering, Manufacturing,,
Electronics and training. She has designed and developed several training
programs for adults and children. She is proud mum of two boys, who
inspired her to start a learning enrichment education company. 

HEATHER COLLINS (LEAD EDUCATOR) 
Heather has recently moved back from the U.S. where she was a qualified
teacher and STEM specialist at a primary school in Denver, Colorado for
five years. She enjoyed teaching her students about the Engineering Design
Process, coding, green screens, and team-building through problem-solving
and design. She is currently enrolled in the Masters of Primary Education at
Griffith University so she can be qualified to teach in Queensland. Before
teaching in the traditional education setting, Heather taught in the outdoor
education setting - backpacking, kayaking, ropes courses, rock-climbing,
etc. Her hope is to facilitate growth and confidence in students through
adventure, collaborative work, and leadership opportunities. She's excited
about providing exposure to STEM topics and activities with STEAM
Powered Kids.

OUR EDUCATORS/FACILITATORS

CONTACT DETAILS

Email: contact@steampoweredkids.com.au
Phone: +61 438769928

WHO ARE WE



CHILDREN HAVE A STRONG SENSE OF IDENTITY 

CHILDREN ARE CONNECTED WITH AND CONTRIBUTE TO THEIR WORLD

CHILDREN HAVE A STRONG SENSE OF WELLBEING

CHILDREN ARE CONFIDENT AND INVOLVED LEARNERS

CHILDREN ARE EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATORS

PROGRAM OUTLINE

PROGRAM OUTCOMES

The program is developed as a series of themed activities that cover a wide range

of Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and Mathematics for pre-school

children. Each month children participate in several fun and engaging activities

that will reinforce the main concepts from each theme. 



MARCH

This month children explore some
amazing properties of water. We
learn about some of the basic
properties and characterises  of water
such as molecular structure, solubility,
cohesion, adhesion, surface tension
and capillary action.

We perform 4-5 engaging activities
this month encouraging children to
make observations. 

Wonderful Water
APRIL

We look to explore our amazing
planet earth, including some of its
physical and chemical constitutions.
We also look at the earth atmosphere
geosphere and biosphere. We also
look at the concept of sustainable
living.

Activities’ are based on creating
simulations of the earth’s atmosphere
including weather, life cycles and
water cycles. 

Planet Earth
MAY

Computer programming is an
essential tool that will be required as
a skill in future careers. The activities
help children communicate and
strengthen logical thinking. We
explore binary language, logic and
basic commands.

Screen-free coding activities that help
children communicate via
numbers/symbols and enhance their
creativity.

Mini Coders

We dive into the world of prehistoric
creatures that lived millions of years
ago. We explore fossils, dinosaur
classifications, diet and habits and
more.

From volcanoes to meteorites we
have fun exploring and hypothesising
about the time these magnificant p
beast roamed our earth.

JUNE
Dinosaurs & More
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JULY

This month we explore our amazing
human bodies. We identify body
parts their functions and perform
some fun and interactive games to
remember our 5 senses. Other
concepts explored are the basics of
human anatomy and function.

A month of learning about our human
bodies. Identifying parts and
functions, building models and fun
games.

The Human Body 
AUGUST

Space and astronomy are intriguing
topics for children. Our solar system
and beyond are explored this month.
Key concepts visited are planets, sun,
moons, stars and other celestial
bodies in our solar system.

The activities in these sessions are
hands-on. We simulate the solar
system and learn some basic fun
facts.

Space Race
SEPTEMBER

Engineers solve problems and design
and create amazing things from cars,
buildings, roads, planes, robots and
various other things that make our life
easier and better. Children explore
basic concepts of chemical, civil and
mechanical engineering.

A series of fun engineering-related
activities and challenges for young
minds to explore.

Mini Engineers
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OCTOBER

Human have always been fascinated
with flight. Modern technology has
made flying affordable and available
for everyone today. Concepts we look
at are basic flight principles and
space travel using rockets

Children design and build various
contraptions that can fly. The
activities encourage creative thinking 

Fun with Flight
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With a big focus on epidemiology in the
past year, it is important that our children
understand the basics of microbiology and
hygiene practices.

Using fun props children explore various
types of “bugs” including viruses, bacteria
and fungi. We also do some fun games to
demonstrate hand hygiene.

Polymers are everywhere in our daily life
from plastics to our DNA. The term
polymer is often used to describe plastics,
which are synthetic polymers. However,
natural polymers also exist; rubber, wood
and even Proteins are natural polymers
made up of amino acids, and nucleic acids
(DNA and RNA

We end the year with some fun activities
making slime and snow. We explore
various types of polymers that exist in our
everyday life both man-made and natural.

NOVEMBER
Micro Villains and Heroes

DECEMBER
Super Slime 
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Contact Us 

Please reach out if you
have any questions or

concerns.

Email Address

contact@steampoweredkids.com.au

Mobile Number

0438 769928

Consultation Hours

9AM -6PM 

Website

www.steampoweredkids.com.au


